I OC o l l e c t i v e
IO is an entrepreneurial experiment
designed to re-imagine how we
live and work together together in
an increasingly complex,
interconnected and ever-changing
world.

Introducing the IO Retreat @Candili, Greece

The purpose
To accelerate a paradigm shift towards a
more conscious and collaborative world.
A new collaborative, pro-social economy is emerging. This is being driven
by both cultural and technological forces. We are all beginning to wake up
to the fact that business, society and environment are interconnected and
that many of the systems and institutions that we have today have become
too big and are no longer fit for purpose. We are also beginning to see the
transformational potential of exponential technologies that enable us to
spread ideas, prototype solutions and inspire action like never before.
Today, we have an opportunity to not only imagine the future we
want, but to actually built it, one neighbourhood and community at a
time. Through the IO experiment we will research, curate and test
out a variety of group processes, organisational structures,
communication tools and event formats. We will also undertake
ambitious collaborative projects and adventures together. And
finally, we will document our journey and open source our learning.

Together we will develop a
deeper understanding of how
to build dynamic, pro-social
collaborative organisations,
communities and networks.
We will master the art and
science of effective
collaboration and community
building. We will also develop
lasting friendships and share
in an epic adventure that has
the potential to make a
positive dent in the universe.

The place
We have access to a beautiful 10,000 acre
estate on a Greek island in the Aegean,
which is only a 2 hour drive from central
Athens / Athens airport.
We have an opportunity to transform this estate into a world class
temporary live work incubation space and events venue.
The Candili Estate (Prokopi, Evia 340 04, Greece) is a beautiful,
biodiverse, fertile and underdeveloped bioregion, with an English owner
who is potentially willing to offer us a 25 year leasehold on the property.
The estate currently includes a workshop and studio space, library and
commercial kitchen, permaculture garden and 3 x swimming pools, plus
events space and accommodation for 50+.
There is also open land available that can be used to build semipermanent entrepreneurial neighbourhoods for both refugees and locals.
We believe this could become a scalable model for a 21st century refugee
camp.

Build.

The retreat
We are going to come together for 5 days to
launch the IO Collective and co-create a
proposal for the Candili property and our first
StartupAid Camp (for both refugees and locals).

Test.

Learn.

Sprint.

Rough Agenda

Brainstorm.
• Everyone gives a short recorded TED style talk about who they are, their vision
for the future and how they wish to participate and contribute to the collective.
• We self-organise around three design briefs (the IO Collective, the Candili Estate
and the StartupAid camp).
• We launch an IO website and a campaign promoting our projects and inviting
new members to join.
• We leave plenty of space and time for participants to connect, share stories and
explore future collaborations.

Date of Retreat : 5th-10th June 2016 (TBC)

Sprint.
Brainstorm.

We will also be
going to AfrikaBurn
at the end of April.
Let us know if you
want to come
along…

Project 1 : The Candili Estate
Designing a live work incubator & events venue…

Imagine the convergence of…
• Summit’s Powder Mountain (http://summitpowdermountain.com/vision/),
• Burning Man (http://burningman.org/),
• Y Combinator (https://www.ycombinator.com/)
• Hooke Park (http://hookepark.aaschool.ac.uk/ )

on a beautiful island in Greece.

A scalable + self-sufficient + smart + entrepreneurial neighbourhood
(15 founding entrepreneurs -> 150+ community)

Green Belt of Trees

Project 2 : The StartupAid Camp

Pear / apple trees?

Solar

Building a high-tech, self-sufficient and
semi-permanent neighbourhood for
REFUGEE CAMPS
refugees and local entrepreneurs…

Shelter Homes (48)

Live Work Incubator

Benches, platground

Phased Development
Micro-loans to fund home

17 Beds, kitchen, co-working, events, nature, light

Growing Local Food
Greenhouses

Raised Beds

Solar

Solar

Smart Infrastructure

Growing Local Food
Raised Beds

Solar

Greenhouses

Adaptable Spaces

designed for the 21st century

Internet access & mobile signal within
the neighbourhood

Fresh Water

Solar

open / closed

Communal Space

Shelter Homes
Communal Space

Smart Infrastructure
Adaptable Spaces

work
desks

work
desks

Fountains

Fountains

Greenhouses

Solar

theatre

work
desks

work
desks

kitchen

Fresh Water

Toilets &
Shower Block

Shelter Homes

Greenhouses

Toilets &
Shower Block

LONG-TO-MEDIUM-TERM

Ground Floor

Digital outsourcing work,
real work to be done,
access to laptops

Colourful Curtains (privacy)

Noticeboard of activities,
events and tasks
Induction workshops
for new residents

Digital school for kids
noticeboard

Fresh Water

Fountains

Fountains

Flexi space

fridge

Greenhouses &
Raised Plots to grow
food

kitchen
shelves

Biological waste disposal
Compost
Arts, Music & Culture
e.g. landfill orchestra

Fresh Water

Access to clean filtered water

storage

Camera for filming and sharing
stories, crowdfunding directly
from the camp
Storage and refridgeration
for medical supplies and
food.

Treehouses, benches,
playgrounds, pavillions, etc

Workshop for upcycling
and building out new
spaces and homes

UTILITY CABLES & PIPES

water & fibre broadband
electricity, with solar pannels and tesla energy
batteries to cope with peak demands

Phased Development
Micro-loans to fund
home

No Car Zone :
Inside Green Belt
of Trees

First Floor
6 showers & 6 toilets
17 flexi-dorms

Some shelter home
spaces can be used for
shared facilities, e.g.
schools, health clinics, etc

Scalibility vs Sprawl.
Scale our gradually so
that there are enough
supplies and things
to do.

Limit each neighbourhood to 150 residents

Reuse old fabrics to decorate and
personalise / humanise shelters...

Scale, maximum 150 residents per neighbourhood

Each neighbourhood
within the network is a
self-governing economy
& community.

The utilities &
smart grid is shared
across the network
of neighbourhoods

IO Framework
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Launching our website & agreeing
on how to grow the IO network,
without diluting the culture…
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Project 3 :
The Community
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20-30 ‘Catalysts’ gather to launch
and grow the network...
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The DNA / Culture
An IO Group

Imaginal Organisation
(one example of many processes and
blueprints that we can experiment with...)

Catalyst
M ember

Blueprints

Processes

Tools

Events

Resources

Collaboration (short term)
Stakeholder

Collaborative Intelligence
(shared with the world)
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Project 3 : The Community
The time has come to change the way we design and build
organisations. The emergence of a global network of Imaginal
Organisations (IOs) can lead us towards a more co-operative,
sustainable and equitable future.
Recently, we have seen the emergence of a few thought leaders who
embrace the principles of self-organisation. Frederic Laloux's 'Teal
Organization’, Brian Robertson’s Holocracy, Rick Falkvinge’s Swarmwise,
John Mackey’s Conscious Capitalism, Giles Hutchins’s The Nature of
Business, Dave Grey’s Connected Companies and Tony Hsieh’s Delivering
Happiness at Zappos begin to point the way towards new non-hierarchical
self-organising forms of governance.
The purpose of this manifesto is to build on their great work, and explore
what it would be like if we empowered the next generation of entrepreneurs
and graduates to build careers and businesses in a fundamentally different
way.

Please download and read this pdf…

The partners
We are bringing together partners across the world and in Greece, across multiple
industries and sectors to participate in the IO Collective experiment.

Contact Email : anton@exponentials.co.uk

The Prosperity
Exchange

